
    - A culture of disciple-making can: encourage other sorts of discipleship, 
too; provide a helpful filter for determining the costs/benefits of what we 
are doing (or are contemplating doing); keeps principles of economic 
prudence close at hand (limited resources, defined priorities); and, help 
temper hierarchy and centralization 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Because I am prone to forget…to get discouraged…to being 

deceived…to being overcome by sin, I need my local church (other 
believers)—and because they are likewise prone, they need me and each 
other. 

 
    The one-anothers (over forty of them) in the NT represent the way that we 

should normally help each other in becoming like Jesus. 
 
    Example: Ephesians 4:17-32 
 
 
   What does this mean for me? 
 
    show up (Hebrews 10:24-25) 
 
     help out (1 Corinthians 12:4-7) 
 
      invest in (Colossians 1:28-29) 
 
      informal vs. formal, together with the church vs. one-to-one, general vs. 

intensive, encouraging vs. admonishing, topic-specific vs. any 
Scripture, sharing about life vs. sharing in our common life, etc. 
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Introduction 
 
 A Culture of Disciple-Making 
 
  culture = “the way of life, especially the general customs and beliefs, of a 

particular group of people at a particular time; the attitudes, behavior, opinions, 
etc. of a particular group of people within society” (Cambridge Dictionary) 

 
   what people… + …cultivate… = …results in a certain culture 
 
  disciple = following > learning > becoming 
 
 
 The Church 
 
  Should all local churches have a culture of disciple-making? 
 
   (What are alternative cultures local churches have instead?) 
 
  How can all local churches pursue a culture of disciple-making? 
 
   (What reveals that local churches are pursuing a culture of disciple-making?) 
 
   Four Key Passages 
 
   Part 1 | Matthew 16:13-20 | “I will build my church”—The church is focal 

point of what Jesus is doing now—it should be the focal point of those who 
claim to follow Him 

    

   Part 2 | Matthew 28:16-20 | “Make disciples of all nations”—Jesus’ 
disciples making other disciples is the way He plans to build His church—
now, until the end of the age 

    

   Part 3 | Acts 1:1-11; 2:1-47 | “Witness and come together”—Going and 
witnessing to unbelievers, and being devoted to and gathering with 
believers is the way Jesus’ disciples make other disciples 

    

   Part 4 | Ephesians 4:1-10, 11-16 | “Be equipped and minister to one 
another”  

 
  “I will build my church”  >   
 

   by His disciples “making disciples of all the nations”  >     
 

   by His disciples “witnessing” to unbelievers + “being devoted” to 
(edifying) believers > 

 

    by His disciples holding together with Him and each other + 
contributing to the Body what is proper for each one 

    

ME CHRIST 

…actually following Jesus, learning from Jesus, becoming like Jesus 
…knowing + loving, trusting + obeying 
…fighting sin + pursuing holiness 
…transformed heart (mind, affections, will) + walk (habits, speech, actions) 
…manifesting godly virtues (the fruit of the Spirit) 
…making wise decisions 
…practicing Christian responsibilities (disciplines) 
…suffering well 
…receiving discipline 
…living in the world, while not becoming like the world 

WHAT 
does this include? 

HOW 
does this happen? 

becoming like Jesus… 

studying the Bible…  
…doing what it says… 
…all in concert with the church 

Figure No. 2 



A Culture of Disciple-Making, pt. 5 Selected Scriptures 
 
  Discipleship is about being a follower of Jesus Christ who seeks to become 

more like Him and helps others do the same. 
 
  Discipleship thus includes both evangelizing unbelievers and edifying other 

believers. 
 
  Discipleship is the mission of local churches, which means that it is also the 

mission of believers together. 
 
  Discipleship thus should be the dominant category of a believer’s life and the 

dominant culture of a local church. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
  Putting It Together… 
 
   What is a culture?  
 
    -  “The general… customs… and beliefs… of a particular group of people”  
 
    -  Or, the values embodied, expressed, transmitted, and perpetuated 

among a certain group of people 
 
    -  Culture is the expression of the operating worldview of a group of people 
 
    -  What a group of people values can be summarized by what they… 
 
     believe 
 
     prioritize 
 
     expect 
 
     practice 
 
  
   What are some possible local church cultures? 
 
    a culture of… 
 
     revivalism =  believes… 
          prioritizes… 

          expects… 
          practices… 
 
     worship = believes… 
          prioritizes… 
          expects… 
          practices… 
 
 
     ministry = believes… 
          prioritizes… 
          expects… 
          practices… 
 
     relationships = believes… 
          prioritizes… 
          expects… 
          practices… 
 
     tradition = believes… 
          prioritizes… 
          expects… 
          practices… 
 
     consumerism = believes… 
          prioritizes… 
          expects… 
          practices… 
 
          OR 
 
     disciple-making = believes… 
          prioritizes… 
          expects… 
          practices…   
     
 
   What are some implications for a culture of disciple-making?  
 
    - I am to grow up to become like Jesus, and I am to help others grow up 

and become like Jesus 
 
    - It is my local church (other believers) that helps me to become like Jesus, 

and it is my local church (other believers) that I am to help in becoming 
more like Jesus (which, in turn, further helps me to become like Jesus) 

 
    - When I’m committed to this—and the other believers in my local church 

are committed to this—the character of our church’s culture will 
emphasize: patience, normalcy (day by day), the longview, intentionality, 
personal contact, mutuality (“I’m not the only one…”), responsibility (“I 
need to step up…”), welcoming, no two people are the same, avoiding 
reductionism (“Jesus love you”), openness, graciousness, humility, etc. 
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